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Light (1933) Lee Lawrie with colorist Leon V. Solon 

































































































Utopia Jewelry Collection
designorange

We are delighted to launch our new series 
of accessory-scaled re-interpretations of 

New York World’s Fair spaces. These works 
are wearable volumes inspired by the 

forward-thinking, futuristic spirit of the New 
York World‘s Fairs of 1939-40 and 1964-65. 

Made of the sleek architectural
material Corian, the portable

utopias are, of course, eco-friendly – fabri-
cated in the USA of cast off material (left-

over scraps from projects that would have 
been trash had we not come along).

The Utopia Collection features 3 different 
bracelet designs: Jubilee Bracelet (in small 

and large), Highways and Horizons Bracelet 
(in small and large), and Sky Streak Cuff. 

In our charged era of dissenting political 
opinions, racial violence, and world conflict, 
the designs clad contemporary bodies in a 

much needed optimism. 

 



Highways and Horizons Bracelet

Named after the 
ever-popular long-
queued Futurama 

exhibit designed by 
Norman Bel Geddes 

for the 1939 Gen-
eral Motors High-

ways and Horizons 
pavilion. Inspired by 
architectural spaces 
such as the Obser-

vation Towers of the 
New York State Pavil-

ion of 1962 (below).



Jubilee Bracelet

Named after the 
American Jubilee 
Chorus Girls from 
1939 (at left) and 
formally inspired by 
the Johnson Wax 
Rondelle Pavilion of 
1964 (below).



Named after the swift 
“Sky Streak capsule”
elevators of the New 

York State Pavilion 
Observation Towers 

(below right) and volu-
metrically inspired by 
architectural forms at

the World’s Fairs
(bottom right).

Sky Streak Cuff



Step One. World’s Fair Research
Images from Library Archives

The project was undertaken in nine basic steps: 

  One. World’s Fair Research
Two. Jewelry and Accessories Research

Three. Material Exploration
Four. Fabricator Search

Five. Conceptual Design
Six. Refined Design

Seven. Prototype Fabrication
Eight. Documentation

Nine. Evaluation and Reflection

This methodology allowed for the work to be done and 
the project goals to be achieved. Select examples of 

the stages are shown in this document to illustrate the 
steps taken to achieve the design goals.

Methodology



Step One. World’s Fair Research 
Historic World’s Fair Images – Trylon (at left) and Perisphere and Candela Structure (at right)



Step One. World’s Fair Research
Site Visits – The Unisphere (top left) and
New York State Pavilion (right)



Step Three. Material Exploration

Step Two. Jewelry and Accessories Research

Step Four. Fabricator Search



Step Five. Conceptual Design



Step Seven. Prototype Fabrication

Step Six. Design Development

CYLINDER CUFF 
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Step Seven. Prototype Fabrication



Step Seven. Prototype Fabrication



Models, photographer, and 
make-up artist were found, 

and a photo shoot was
arranged. Here, pictures
of the shoot in progress.

Step Eight. Documentation



The potentials of new materials and tech-
nologies drive my design practice. Here, I 
was able to push the small-scale limits of 
the solid surfacing material Corian (using 

eco cast offs) that is typically used in large-
scale architectural applications.

Step Nine. Evaluation and Reflection



The project informed my understanding of 
social complexity in historical context. This 

knowledge allowed me to address social 
complexities in today’s global climate in a 

more informed way.

Step Nine. Evaluation and Reflection
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